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Abstract

Chinese calligraphy and Western
typography have been evolving for
around five thousands years.
During this time, they have developed quite different characteristics. Compared with the geometriThis project explores the possibili-

cal form and precision of Western

ties of combining these two

printing types, Chinese calligraphy

historical visual systems, demon-

features abstract shapes and

strates specific methods and

spontaneous strokes. These differ-

approaches for creating compel-

ences result in a gap that prevents

ling formal relationships, and

a harmonious and organic relation-

endeavors to establish a friendly,

ship between them.

organic and harmonious dialogue
between Chinese calligraphy and
Western typography. The outcome
of this project is a handmade
book and a series of posters. The
content of them comes from the
writings of Lao-Tzu.
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Introduction

I have been practicing Chinese
classic calligraphy for many years,
and have also been studying
graphic design in the United States
for the past six years. I consider
myself lucky to have the chance
to roam these two beautiful visual
worlds: one is natural, spontaneous, organic and mysterious;
the other geometrical, technical,
precise, and refined.
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The Chinese brush (Fig. 1) takes
me to nature. In Treatise on Cal1. Four Ancient Poems, attributed to Zhang Xu,
in cursive script, undated, Tang Dynasty. Collection
of Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang, China .

ligraphy (Shu Pu), Sun Guoting
described the subtle mysteries
of nature created by the brush as
“the marvels of rolling thunder and
tippling rocks, the postures of wild
geese in flight and beasts in fright,
the attitudes of phoenixes dancing
and snakes startled, the power of
sheer cliffs and crumbling peaks,
the shapes of facing danger and
holding on to rotten wood, which
are sometimes heavy like
threatening clouds and sometimes
1

light like cicada wings…”
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Beatrice Warde compared
typography to a crystal goblet,
“…for you will find that almost all
the virtues of the perfect wineglass
have a parallel in typography.
There is the long, thin stem that
Typography (Fig. 2) takes me to

obviates fingerprints on the bowl.

refinement. Frederic W. Goudy

Why? Because no cloud must

described type metaphorically,

come between your eyes and the

“Cold, rigid, implacable I may be,

fiery heart of the liquid…”4

yet the first impress of my face
brought the Divine Word to countless thousands. I bring into the
light of day the precious stores
of knowledge and wisdom long
hidden in the grave of ignorance.
I coin for you the enchanting tale,
the philosopher’s moralizing and
the poet’s visions...” 2 He concluded with “I am the leaden army that
3

conquers the world: I AM TYPE!”

2. Geometic letterforms, a contribution to
the evolution of alphabet design by Albrecht
Durer, underweisung der Messung, 1525.

14
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The problem that I am facing is the
problem that Ruder discussed.
Since Chinese calligraphy is made
up of symbolic pictures, A solution
to conjoin pictures with typography
harmoniously may also solve the
Difficulties arise when people

problem between Chinese callig-

Emil Ruder suggested two ap-

try to combine these two philo-

raphy and typography. Emil Ruder

proaches to achieve harmony

sophically opposing visual forms.

eventually found his own way to

between printing type and picture:

Emil Ruder was not optimistic

solve the problem. He said, “ there

one is to seek similarity; the other

regarding this point. He remarked,

are two different approaches to

is to seek contrast. By regarding

“In the art of eastern Asia script

the problem of achieving harmony

Chinese calligraphy as image, we

and picture make a single entity,

between printing type and picture.

can easily borrow Ruder’s way to

for writing is drawing and drawing

One way is to seek the closest pos-

solve our problem. However, the

is writing. Brush technique in fine

sible formal combination between

harmony between printing type

art and the wood graver in repro-

text and picture, and the other is

and the picture is not exactly the

ductive graphic art determine the

to seek a contrast between them.

same as the one between

form of script and picture. This

A mixture of the two should be

printing type and Chinese callig-

unity is alien to Western civilization

avoided.”

7

raphy. Armin Hofmann said, “To

and harmony is difficult to obtain.” 5

bring together in harmony two

“Printing types, which are cut in

disparate systems necessarily pre-

steel and cast in lead, are very

suppose a greater depth of artistic

difficult to combine agreeably

perception and the courage to

As I continue to enjoy the separate

with the pictures. But as pictures

embark upon new trains of thought

beauties of these two different

are being used more and more in

and novel formulations.” 8

visual languages, I have started to

conjunction with typography,

dream of a way to put these two

this is a problem that demands

together to create an even more

greater attention.” 6

beautiful hybrid. It is Ruder’s solution that inspires me; and it is Hofmann’s “new trains” that encourage me. Here starts my creative
and experimental journey.

16
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Problem

Chinese calligraphy and Western
typography continually evolve.
For thousands of years, Chinese
calligraphy (Fig. 3) has developed
its own specific principles and
aesthetic taste, and has become
one of the most distinctive exemplars of Chinese culture. Western
typography is based on the invention of hand writing over thousands
of years ago (Fig. 4), and modern
typography started with Gutenberg’s invention of movable type
in 1450. For the past 500 years,
typographic syntax and vocabulary
have been constructed and have
matured, forming a totally different
aesthetic from Chinese calligraphy.

18
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This project intends to explore the
possibilities of combining these
two historical visual systems,
demonstrate specific method and
approaches for creating compelling formal relationships, and a
Chinese calligraphy is a purely

friendly and harmonious dialogue

freehand design. Writing with

between them.

Chinese Pictographs and using
Chinese paper, brush and ink,
contribute to Chinese calligraphy’s
abstract shape and spontaneity. Western typography is cut in
steel and cast in lead, and this

There are many variables and

3. Oracle Bone Inscription, 1400-1300 B.C.
Ink-imprint from tortoise shell engraving.
Academia Sinica, Taipei.

approaches associated with this

determines the geometrical form

topic. My experiment focuses on

and precision of printing type. The

the combination of Chinese

opposition of these two visual sys-

cursive style, which features an

tems establishes a gap, preventing

organic and subjective style, and

a harmonious and organic relation-

Western san-serif typeface, which

ship between them.

features a geometric and objective shape. By formally integrating
these two extremes, I plan to demonstrate that there is a potential
for a harmonious relationship
between them.

4. The Phaistos Disk, from Minoan Civilization, typelike stamps were used to impress
each character into the wet clay, a movable
type in Western culture, 2000 B.C

20
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Antecedents

First, Lao Tze’s dialectics provides
a strong philosophical foundation.
He said,“Is and is not are mutually arising; difficult and easy are
complementary; long and short
arise from comparison; higher and
lower are interdependent; vocalization and verbalization harmonize
with each other; before and after
accompany each other” 9
This implies that there may be
5. Lao Tzu Elaborates I Ching, Chines painting on rice paper by Fan Zeng, 1997.

a similar dialectic relationship
between Chinese calligraphy and
Western typography.

The Chinese yin-yang concept
also describes that opposing
forces are rooted together and are
transformed by each other (Fig. 5).
This attitude indicates that Chinese
calligraphy and Western typography, which are rooted together
as visual language can be transformed by each other.

22
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Second, Philip Meggs (Fig. 6)
provides theoretical support. He
wrote, “The advanced technology
of the late twentieth century created a cultural milieu of simultaneity—ancient and modern cultures,
Eastern and Western thought,

emphasized that “The synthesis

Third, current design practices

handicraft and industrial produc-

of Chinese thought and Western

indicate that there exists a

tion—until past present, and future

ideas will create unexpected

potential to integrate calligraphy
11

blur into a continuum of informa-

new visual communications.”

and typography. German graphic

tion and visual form. This complex

He foresaw, “Our design forms,

designer Helmut Schmid studied

world of cultural and visual diver-

philosophy, and world view will be

at the Basel School of Design and

sity created an environment where

shaped by Chinese thought during

worked in Japan for several years.

a vast global dialogue coexists

the waning decade of this century

His typographic and calligraphic

with national visions, resulting in

and the early decades of the next

works (Fig. 7 and 8) create “a

an explosive and pluralistic era for
10

graphic design.” In particular, he

12

one. I am watching the Chinese.”

contrast between the living and

Although he did not mention the

expressive calligraphy and the

specific combination between

objective and sober typography.”13

Chinese calligraphy and Western
typography, his concept of “a vast
global dialogue” provides a big

7, A cover for special issues of Swedish
journal Revy, by Helmut Schmid

umbrella, under which we can
explore any possibility.

8. A cover for special issues of Swedish
journal Revy, by Helmut Schmid
6. Philip Meggs, 1982
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Tanaka Ikko, a Japaneses graphic
master, juxtapose Japanese calligraphy and Western typography.
In many of his works (Fig. 9 & 10),
he combines the two to achieve a
colorful, fresh, clear, and beautiful
style. Gian Carlo Calza said in his
monograph, Tanaka Ikko, “Tanaka’s style is distinguished by his
ability to create forms which draw
on that tradition but have an immediate responsiveness to the collective imagination of the present day,
9, Morisawa Font, company poster by Ikko.

comprehensible without regard for
cultural or social barriers...” 14

10, Bokugi, one-man show poster by Ikko.
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Gu Gan is a Chinese modern
calligrapher that breaks from the
traditional composition of Chinese
calligraphy and draws inspiration
from Western abstract painting. He
remarks: “Modern calligraphy is
an art that takes enjoyment for its
first function and the context, the
second, because sometimes one
11, Brush work, Coiling, by Gu Gan.

can hardly identify what characters
are written. Modern calligraphy
is made for exhibition, enjoyment
and self-consolation, while calligraphy for practical use is mainly
for others to read the characters
and understand the context, with
artistic effect as the second.”15
Gu Gan reshapes Chinese char-

13. Chinese modern brush work, Opening up, by Gu Gan

acters and uses ink in a unusual
way to reinforce their expression
and meanings. He also combines
modern calligraphy with Western
typography to create various commercial pieces (Fig. 11,12 &13).

12. Mixed pieces, Mouton Rothschild Label, by Gu Gan.
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14. Brush work, Tiger, by Wang Dongling.

Wang Dongling is another
calligrapher inspired by Western
modernists. His work questions
the primacy of form over readability and explores the capacity
of calligraphy to express personal
feelings and emotions (Fig. 14, 15,
16 & 17 ). His trips to the United
States gave him the opportunity to
study Western abstract art and to
experience the different cultural
and natural environments. These
foreign experiences influenced

15. Brush work, Daoism, by Wang Dongling.

him to rethink the differences
between Easten calligraphy and
Western paintings and to incorporate Western visual elements and
methods such as color, space, hierarchy and collage into his work.

30
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The work of these designers

The brushes and brushwork have

inspired me but I found that their

no innate relationship with the con-

contributions fell short of my

tent communicated in the design.

expectations and my ultimate

Observing this, I realized that there

objective: to create a sense

remain significant opportunities

of harmony and synergy between

for exploring the integration of

Chinese calligraphy and Western

Chinese calligraphy and Western

typography. The designers I

typography; thus making my

researched limit their investiga-

creative project both necessary

tions and practices to an

and meaningful.

exclusively print-based outcome
and do not integrate more
traditional materials such as handdrawn calligraphy, hand-made
rice paper, and traditional inks.
These designers also limit their
practice to digital processes,
which are limited in real tactile
and textural qualities. In addition,
most of their investigations utilize
brushes as simple tools to achieve
visual forms and abstractions.

17. Collage, Passion , by Wang Dongling,

16. Collage, Feeling , by Wang Dongling,
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Process
and Methodology

Process and methodology can be
compared to the two sides of a
coin. Different processes define
different methodologies, and
different methodologies lead to
different processes. Process and
methodology are born out of the
same need to solve a problem.
They change and improve in conjunction with study and experimentation. In the past year I engaged in
a number of different experiments
in an attempt to build a harmonious
dialogue between Chinese calligraphy and Western typography. However, it was difficult for me to work
their contrasting tendencies into a
compatible means for communication. In each round of my investigations, I adjusted my processes and
methods to account for successes
and failures. As I experimented, a
dialogue between the two systems evolved. I also found that
my processes and methods were
progressing as an integral part of
this dialogue.

34
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There are two approaches that in-

Digital Work

fluenced the processes and methods in my study: an approach using
computer-based techniques and
one using hand-based techniques.
In response to these approaches,
my experimental process and

Computer technology is seductive

methods progressed through

to many people. To the graphic

three different periods of focus:

designer in particular, its apparent

a computer-based emphasis, a

power makes design seem easy,

strictly hand-based approach, and

though this is only partly true. I like

a combination of the two. With

to make hand-made work and my

each period, the dialogue between

story exemplifies Weingart’s belief

the systems developed to a more

that the “digital watch” is no better

harmonious and organic level.

than the traditional one he loves.

Wolfgang Weingart (Fig. 18) com-

I began my creative experiments at

pares the computer to a “digital

the beginning of the Fall semester,

watch.”16 To borrow this analogy,

2008. At that time, I was enthusi-

my processes and methods in-

astically transforming my hand

volved working with a digital watch,

generated Chinese calligraphy into

a hand-crafted watch, and some

digital content by using a scanner.

hybrid in between.

I would then use Photoshop or
Illustrator to experiment with ways
to develop harmonious relationships between the calligraphic
forms and Western letterforms.
However, when I carefully analyzed the results, I discovered that
the dialogue was not between
Chinese calligraphy and Western
type, but between unsatisfactory

18. Wolfgang Weingart.

simulations of the two.
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The problem was most pronounced with the Chinese calligraphy. Compared to the original
brush writing on Chinese rice

h

19, The 7 images on this page and
opposite are from a digital process book I
made in Fall 2008. The Chines brush
characters were scanned from the originals.

paper, the digital copy (Fig. 19)
had lost all of its organic and tactile
impact. According to Weingart,

t

“a traditional watch shows a
‘landscape’, it tells a story; a digital

r

watch only shows a particular mo-

a

ment.”17 Similarly, my calligraphy
had become a lifeless represen-

e

tation—a gesture frozen in the moment, without energy, taste, quality,
tactility or spirit.
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Mixing the Digital and
the Handmade

I began by hand sketching calligraphy and Western letterforms
(Fig. 20) to find relationships
between them. I continued my
work on the computer, generating
typographic elements in Illustrator

From my first experiments

and printing them out onto paper.

I often take advantage of the nine-

I learned that digitization heavily

I then used my brush to paint

hour drive home to Atlanta to think

discounts Chinese calligraphy,

calligraphy directly on that paper

about my work. I love this long,

resulting in a forced and artificial

in response the typography. With

lonely, and contemplative journey.

dialogue with the Western typog-

this approach, I had to complete

On this drive during the spring

raphy. I wanted the calligraphy in

the calligraphy in one take. I could

break of 2009, it was raining,

my work to reference the Eastern

not to edit or make adjustments to

but I enjoyed watching the trees,

landscape and Chinese history.

my work once the ink was applied.

grey skies, and endless highways

Therefore, I changed my process

My early experiments made me

merged together visually through

and methodology to focus on

feel very frustrated. I could design

the clouded windshield. When hills

combining digital typography with

good typographic structure and I

became sky, trees became fog,

hand-written calligraphy.

also could create nice calligraphy,

and highways became lines,

but when I put them together, they

I could no longer distinguish them

seemed to damage each other.

precisely. They merged together in

These experiments revealed that

harmony and became whole, dem-

emphasizing contrast between

onstrating how abstraction can

Eastern and Western forms would

serve as a means to harmony. This

not be an effective way for me to

realization led me to try another

attain harmony. I began to agree

approach to resolve the conflict be-

with Emil Ruder. His pessimism

tween calligraphy and typography.

seemed more reasonable and

Since Chinese characters are es-

understandable. I realized that I

sentially abstracted forms, the key

needed to change my approach.

challenge for me was to abstract

RICHMOND

the typographic forms of Western
type while simultaneously preserving its geometric characteristics.

ATLANTA

40
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20. All the images on this page and opposite
are pencil sketches of calligraphy and Western letterforms for my quote book of Lao Tzu.
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The thought of using counter-forms
came immediately to my mind.
I wondered if the use of counterforms would foster a sense of
harmony between the calligraphic
and typographic forms. When I returned from Atlanta, I started to experiment with the juxtaposition of
counter-form type and calligraphy.

In my investigations, I found that
the softer counter forms seemed
to reduce the visual separateness
and sense of distance between
the typographic and calligraphic
forms. The counter-forms also appeared to blend more seamlessly
into the background of the composition, creating a greater visual
space for the calligraphic voice.
Finally, I discovered that the inter-

22. A page from my hand-made book A
Quote Book of Lao Tzu. On this page a
counter-form D is mixed with cursive
Chinese characters harmoniously.

play of abstraction and subtraction
created a sense of poetry that
enriched the visual and contextual
21. A page from my hand-made book A
Quote Book of Lao Tzu. On this page a
counter-form B and a brush Chinese character Mother is combined in a friendly way.

experience of the viewer. After
many experiments and critiques
with my advisory committee, I created a culminating work: a handmade folio of quotations by Lao
Tzu (Fig. 21 & 22).
44
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Hand Techniques

When I am stuck, I always seek
help from nature. Nature is the origin of all things. Lao Tzu said, “Man
follows the earth. Earth follows the
heaven. The heaven follows the
Tao. The Tao follows the nature.”18

While my mixed media experi-

Hans Hofmann said, “Being

ments resulted in an effective and

inexhaustible, life and nature are

satisfactory dialogue between

a constant stimulus for a creative

Chinese calligraphy and Western

mind.” There is no exception

typography, I continued to

for a graphic designer: a creative

explore ways to imbue a purer,

mind also comes from the inspira-

more organic sensibility to my rep-

tions of nature. Wolfgang Weingart

resentation of Western type.

observed, “Music, dreams, foreign

I thought of methods through

countries, and landscapes are the

which I could pull typography back

decisive influences within my world

from the digital to the hand-made,

of pictures.” 20 Weingart always

including letterpress, letter

regards “foreign countries, and

drawing, paper-cutting, collage,

landscapes” as an important Muse.

etc. I saw the potential for all of

It is the influence of them that helps

these processes to align typogra-

him to succeed (Fig . 23 & 24).

19

phy with Chinese calligraphy. However, would I be able to achieve a
greater sense of harmony?
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Through the window of my studio,
I can see a street, trees, some
buildings—including a Moslemstyle twin tower—all of which form
a very beautiful and harmonious
picture (Fig. 25). These buildings
were added in different years, as

25. A view from my studio window, Room 200,
1315 Floyd Ave, Richmond Va.

were the trees. No architect or
landscaper designed my view, but
a beautiful and harmonious scene
exists here. In fact, beauty and harmony is everywhere. That is the essence of nature. In my work, I often
relate calligraphy to the organic
trees, and typography the geometric buildings. If I learn from life and
nature, I strongly believe that I can
build a harmonious picture of calligraphy and typography.

23. A picture shot by Weingart.

24. A piece of work by Weingart.
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In my studio process, I studied
the picture taken from my studio
window and perceived a sense of
harmony created by the opposing
forms. The geometric buildings
converse amicably with the trees,
the rainbow, and the sky. I traced
the outlines of these elements,
finding a harmonious relationship
between the geometric and the
organic (Fig. 26). I observed more
opposing elements in nature such

26. View from my studio with line translation.

as buildings and trees, stone and
water, steel columns and branches. All of these contending forms
build harmonious relationships
by developing a contrasting or
analogous directions in space (Fig.
27, 28 & 29).

50
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Based on these findings in opposing form study, I used a picture as
a source for making a collage, in
which the typography replaces the
buildings to create a vertical direction, and the calligraphy replaces
the river to create a horizontal
direction. These two contrasting
directions identify a comfortable
and harmonious placement for
these opposing forms (Fig. 30).
27.

29. Opposing form study, picture shot on
Belle Island and its line translation, two more
pictures and translations shown opposite.

28.

52
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30. Top, a picture shot on Belle Island;
bottom, a collage made by mixed
materials including a Chinese calligraphic
piece, cutting-paper and sketch tape.
The stucture of the collage is based on the
relationship of the buildings and the river.

54
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Exhibition

My exhibition included three
sections (Fig. 31): section one is
a quote book of Lao Tzu; section
two is a series of posters; section
three is an installation (See page
6), which is created on scrolled
paper with cut-out paper letter
forms, which revealed my working
processes and methods used in
the poster designs. For the quote
book, I designed a hand-made
clamshell box covered with black
cloth. The box size is 11.5 x 18
inches. There are 13 single pages
in the book, created by mixing digital and the hand-made elements.
The contents of the folio are Lao
Tzu’s quotations from ten different
chapters of Tao Te Ching (Fig. 32).

31. Thesis show at1509 Main Street Gallery.

56
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32. Pages from the quote book of Lao Tzu.
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The series of posters includes
three large hand-made posters and
a poster of an image documenting
my process (See page 61).
Three of the posters are 35” x 70”.
One is approximately 35” x 80”.
I created three of the posters using
exclusively hand-made processes.
I completed two of these by painting calligraphy onto rough brown
paper, then applying a typographic
response with wooden type and
a brayer (See page 10 and page
18). This approach was inspired
by the form studies of harmonious
relationships in nature and in life.
I rotated the Chinese calligraphy
90 degrees counterclockwise to
occupy the same formal direction
in which I would later place the
typography. The shapes resemble
rivers or clouds and serve as a
visual analogy for the quote,
“People follow the earth, the earth
follows heaven, heaven follows the
Tao, and Tao follows nature.” 21

I created the large poster by mixing
calligraphy with paper-cutting (See
page 1, page 4 and page 8). I began by painting the calligraphy on
paper. Then I cut out typographic
letter forms to create a sentence
composed of negative space. The
poster extends beyond the limits
of its plane and serves as a visual
demonstration of its text, “An advantage comes from what exists, a
use comes from what does not.”22

60
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Evaluation

Initially, I was challenged by
writing a good problem statement.
This experience taught me
how to define a design problem
and set a goal. In my case, the goal
of pursuing harmony between

This creative project brought me

Chinese calligraphy and Western

The second challenge that I

much anguish but I benefited

typography determined everything

encountered was finding an effec-

tremendously as a consequence.

I would do in this project.

tive method for achieving my goal.

My anguish came from the process

Thinking back on the changes

of failing and failing again, think-

and improvements I made in my

ing and rethinking, exploring and

processes and methods, I dis-

re-exploring. My painful experi-

tinctly remember a number of

ences formed into a kind of scar.

painful and frustrating moments.

This scar was the manifestation

However, these painful ex-

of my experience. Ultimately, this

periences helped me to achieve

scar would become something of

substantial gains, both in my

a badge of honor: a precious and

studio practices and in my designs.

beneficial gift in my life.

Through my efforts, I developed
research skills and learned approaches for experimentation that
led me to effective solutions.
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Conclusions

The third challenge that I faced
was my MFA thesis exhibition.
I struggled with presenting my
concepts and work in a public
space that differed so much from
my studio space. I was forced to
consider a new set of elements

At the 1509 Main Street Gallery,

including space, light, visual im-

many viewers roamed around my

pact, and the physical positioning

work during the thesis exhibition.

of the work in relation to viewers.
When all of these were addressed
in a creative and impacted way,
all the pains I experienced were
transformed to a big treasure.

They read my book, examined my

When I was experiencing all the

posters, and asked questions re-

pains during working on my

garding my work and process (Fig.

creative project, I did not feel

33). One elderly woman showed

alone. My advisory committee and

33. Attendees at the thesis show.

a particular interest in my book.

professors always stood behind

She read and explored each page

me. They worked like doctors to

carefully. Finally, she asked, “How

guide me in my anguished mo-

many copies did you design of this

ments, and to prescribe possible

book? Do you sell them? Would

solutions. I will treasure their guid-

you consider trading a copy for

ance and support into the future.

one of my paintings?” I was very
happy with her interest in my work
and felt a measure of accomplishment from her series of questions.
I also felt that I attained my goal
and had succeeded in finding
effective ways to pair Chinese calligraphy and Western typography
with a sense of consonance. I realized this for a simple reason: my
audience was able to find beauty
and harmony in my work.
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Further Directions
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